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The goal for this presentation is to 
clarify and discuss Sprints related 
matters, responsibilities, progress 
measurement system and align on 
MVP, aiming to ensure seamless 
development and value delivery



Sprint process 
overview

Backlog refinement

Goal: Collaboratively review and clarify 
upcoming backlog items, ensuring they are 
well-defined, prioritized, and ready for 
inclusion in future sprints.

Sprint Planning

Goal:Define and commit to delivering 
prioritized backlog items for the upcoming 
sprint.

Daily stand-ups

Goal: Share progress, discuss challenges and 
coordinate daily tasks for team alignment

Sprint reviews

Goal: Demonstrate completed work, gather 
feedback, and adapt the product backlog 
accordingly.



Responsibilities



SolDevelo Team
Activity Goal Person responsible When?

Analysing the requirements Ensuring that expected outcome of 
each requirements is clear and aligned 
with WB Team

Team Leader During Sprint, before Backlog 
Refinement

Transferring the requirements into JIRA 
tickets (in pre-defined way)

Ensuring clear documentation and 
streamlined task management within 
the sprint

Team Leader Before Backlog refinement

Defining acceptance criteria Double verification that expected 
outcome of each story (and ticket) 
reflects the business requirement; AC 
are confirmed during refinement

QA Before Backlog refinement

Hosting Backlog refinement Ensuring that previously created tickets 
are known and understood by Team 
Members; Clarifying uncertainties

Team Leader Backlog refinement meeting



SolDevelo Team
Activity Goal Person responsible When?

Hosting Sprint Planning Defining the work that will be 
concluded during the Sprint. 

Team Leader Sprint Planning meeting

Development Conducting the development activities 
taken into particular Sprint (including 
QA activities)

Development Team Sprint 

Hosting Sprint Reviews Share the outcome of conducted work 
and discuss the feedback

PM/Development Team Sprint Review meeting

Reporting Share the transparent state of the 
project including progress and budget 
situation

Project Manager Sprint Review meeting

User documentation QA After functionality is created



World Bank Team
Activity Goal Person responsible When?

Providing the business requirements Ensuring that business requirements 
are shared with Development Team. 
Most importantly, providing the 
expected outcome and the way of what 
value such functionality must bring.

WB Team On-going activity. Must be well-defined 
before Backlog refinement if such 
requirement is high priority

Providing user stories Ensuring that business need of certain 
requirement is understandable for 
other stakeholders

WB Team On-going activity. Must be well-defined 
before Backlog refinement if such 
requirement is high priority

Test cases creation Ensuring that features meet the final 
requirements

WB Team On-going activity. Must be well-defined 
before Backlog refinement if such 
requirement is high priority

Assistance during Backlog refinement 
meetings

Clarifying all uncertainties during the 
Backlog refinement to ensure seamless 
development

WB Team Backlog refinement meeting



World Bank Team
Activity Goal Person responsible When?

Providing feedback Ensuring that developed features 
meets the business needs

WB Team Ongoing activity

Prioritization Defining the most crucial features WB Team Ongoing activity, needs to be review 
before Backlog refinement 



GIZ Team
Activity Goal Person responsible When?

Facilitating Cooperation Ensuring that the cooperation between 
project stakeholders is smooth and 
solid

GIZ Representative Ongoing activity



Results - how do we track progress?



JIRA management
● Module = label 



JIRA management
● Epic = Requirement from excel list



JIRA management
● How to visualize the progress of each requirement?



JIRA management
● Once the epic is ready for UAT, the status of epic is changed for UAT 

and we put WB Representative to Assignee 



JIRA management
● After successful testing WB Team needs to switch the status to “Done” 

and marked a proper column in excel file 



How can we define the MVP?
● What do we want to have at the end of the project? (this stage)

○ Requirements from list with high-priority
○ Seamless deployment for user
○ Easy configuration

● If requirements list is the most important one
○ Shall we focus on each HIGH priority item per each module for MVP?

● If configuration/seamless deployment
○ What are specific requirements for that? How can we describe a easy deployable 

system?


